Instructions for adding/updating Fields in Demosphere

Go to www.scdslsoccer.com

Click on CLUB Directory
Click on your CLUB Name

Click on CLUB Login (upper right corner)
Enter your email address and password (this is your PIN# you should have received)
If you do not have your PIN#, click on
“You may retrieve your LOGIN info if you have forgotten (or never received it)”

Once you have accessed your club information page
Click on CLUB Field Info

Read “Instructions for Managing Field Permits”
When you are ready to proceed, click on “Edit Fields and Directions”

Click on the GREEN tab “Add a New Field Complex”

Follow the instructions on this page. Provide as much detail as possible including address of field and
directions.
Click SAVE

If you want to edit this complex you can click on MODIFY.
If you have more than one field at this complex add fields. Please note that this is how the field name
will appear in the game schedule so it is better to keep the names as short as possible. Abbreviate
High School to HS where possible, etc.
Also with fields that have multiple fields, you may want to add a directional instruction as follows:
#1 NW, #2 NE, #3 SW, #4 SE This will make it easy for referees and parents to locate their field.
Also, you might want to note whether or not it’s a grass or artificial turf field in the notes so that teams
know what to expect. You may want to note where restrooms are too or add any other special
notes on the best neighborhood eating place for teams, etc. Keep adding fields through the Field
Complex Admin button until you have added all of your fields.

Once you have added all the fields you have available it’s time to create Field Permits, this tells the
software when the field is available for games.
Start adding your field permits by returning to the “Field Complex Admin” page
From the Field Complex Admin page
Click on the BLUE tab “Maintain Field Permits”

NOW START ADDING PERMITS
Once on this page, click on the GREEN tab “Add New Permit to this Group”

PERMIT FIELD: Select the first field from the drop down menu

This is where we get detailed on field availability.
You have the choice to assign a specific age group and gender to each field.
If you decide you want to give the Boys under 10 the field from 9am – 11am and the Girls Under 10
from 10am to 12pm you can separate this out by creating several permits. We will show you later in
this document how you can “clone” permits to make it easy for yourself.
Note: If your newly added field isn’t in the drop down, log out and log back in again.

Note above we have checked off that SUNDAY Mt. Carmel HS is available.
Also, the start date is listed as 07/01/2011 and the expiration date is 07/01/2099. This makes it easier
for you in the coming years to reuse permits and not have to recreate them.
Also the start and end time of the games. The start time is the kick off time of the first game. The end
time is the time the last game finishes. For this example we have created a permit for u14 and
older on Mt. Carmel boys or girls.

As you can see the permit is now listed. Adjacent to the name of the field permit is a GREEN + AND A
clone button (looks like 2 pieces of paper). If you click on the CLONE button you can copy the
permit and then change the field name if you want to. It will save having to create the permit from
scratch.

In this example below, we cloned the Mount Carmel Permit as shown above and now are changing it to
a different field and slightly changing the age group and start and end time.

Before you begin you will need the following information put together ready to go:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.

Start date and end date of each permit when the field is available.
Time the first kick-off can occur and the time you have to be off the field (end time)
Specific days of the week you have the fields
Age group that can play on each field – you can specify a range i.e., 8 to 10 and
you can also specify a gender (girls / boys)

There is plenty of information on this page to guide you through the process.
Back on the main CLUB Field Info page, there is a button that says “FIELD Closure Status” EDIT
During the season it will be important to keep this section updated when we have weather issues
that will potentially close fields.
Once you have completed all the permits you can review your permits easily by filtering the page by
age and gender.
For example, if you want to see what fields are permitted for the Boys under 13’s on Saturday you can
do so by using the filters on the Field Permit page.

Cheat sheet for collecting the information you will need
Field

Start Date

End Date

Time Start

End Start

Age

Gender

